
Don't just take our word for it!!

Client Testimonials

Well what can we say about Russell Brooks Hairdressing??
I’ve been a client’s of Russell’s for quite a few years now and can honestly say that I have 
never been disappointed with the service I have received and the professional way that all 
the customers are treated!!  The variety of hair treatments on offer are “up to the minute” 
and affordable and Russell ensures that the Salon keeps abreast of all the latest 
developments in the hairdressing world!!
Russell Brooks is a mixture of professional and friendly with a welcoming ambience and a 
healthy slice of banter which goes on around the Salon and all this combined  together 
makes a visit to R.B. fun, carefree and entices you back again!!

Russell has been cutting my 13 year old sons hair for many years now. My son will not go 
anywhere else as he suffers from anxiety and needs routine. Russell always makes him 
feel relaxed and they always have a good chat and  laugh. Most of all he leaves with a fab 
haircut!! The salon is comfortable and has a relaxed vibe and staff are friendly! ! I just 
asked my son if he had anything to add and his words "Russell is nice" . 
Jo Ayres

Just had my first visit to the salon in Weston Village and a fantastic cut by the lovely Poppy 

When I moved to Bath 2012 I struggled to find a good hairdresser but when I went in to 
Russel l Brooks at Trim Bridge all problems was solved. Russell Brooks Hairdressing is the 
best in Bath. I am always happy when Russell cuts my hair. Visited the new salon just 
before X-mas and it looks great – very nice interior design and fab atmosphere.
Christina Skogh-O`Hara

Gorgeous salon, the team are so friendly I couldn't recommend them highly enough! 
Absolutely love my extensions they're perfect, Thank you!

I have been getting my hair cut by Russell for well over 15 years (I’m now 68), for good 
reason. Invariably it’s a great cut and he’s always good  fun during the cutting. The salon 
has an informal but efficient feel to it and I always enjoy the experience as well as the final 
product. I wish him and his crew continuing and well deserved success.
Richard Cooper (Dr)
Kingsdown, Wilts.

Love this salon. Amy.C is my hairdresser. She is amazing. I have had really bad 
experience with other hairdressers. Finally found the perfect place and the perfect 
hairdressers. Would definitely recommend this place

Hair extensions by Michelle
Report Review I have been going to michelle at Russell Brooks for years now and love the 
quality of the hair and the way it is fitted. Michelle always listens to what look I am wanting 
to achieve and even styles my hair afterwards so I leave feeling fabulous. I cannot fault the 
staff at Russell Brooks they are all lovely and I look forward to my appointments! I would 
never go to anyone else as michelle is amazing at what she does and takes the time to fit 
the extensions properly. Love this salon highly recommend! People always comment on 
my hair saying how natural the extensions look which is what I wanted to achieve.



I've been a customer of Russell Brooks for more than 4 years now and have followed them 
from the town centre to their new salon in Weston Village.
What I love about them is that they always go the extra mile for their customers. The 
atmosphere is always warm and friendly, and the standard is consistently good. For many 
years I continued to travel to London because after trying all the other leading salons in 
Bath area, after one or two appointments, the standard would slip. This has not been the 
case with Russell Brooks.
I love the location of their new salon. Parking is easy and free, unlike the town centre.

Russell Brooks has been cutting and styling my hair for the last 6 years. He's by far and 
away the most creative in Bath. I've tried a few since moving from London before finding 
Russell. His salon is also fantastically stylish.
You also couldn't  meet a kinder, funnier man. Great company for the time spent with him. 
He also cuts my wife and 2 children's hair too

Amy did my hair a few weeks ago and I love it - I feel so much better in myself and I will be 
using Amy for the rest of life! Thank you for everything :)

After deciding I'd like to have hair extensions fitted for my wedding day I did some online 
searching and found Michelle. I'm so glad I did as she was absolutely brilliant! From 
helping me find an exact colour match, to fitting/removing the extensions and providing all 
the advice on how to look after them I knew I was in good hands! (Which was reassuring 
as I was nervous about having extensions fitted for such an important day) I told myself 
that the extensions would be a one off wedding treat...but I enjoyed having them so much 
that I asked Michelle to fit them again the following summer (a pattern I can now see 
continuing!) I wouldn't hesitate in recommending Michelle to any of my friends looking to 
have hair extensions fitted. Thank you

I can comment on how lovely the staff are, very warm atmosphere, lovely communications 
throughout the place. Coffee and biscuits keep flowing my boy loves the lollies, (to many 
for my liking) as I've known Brooks for nearly 30 years I think he let's me off.
The quality of the hair dressing is second to none. My boy and myself always look sharp 
when the superb experience has finished.
Throughly recommend 
Craig and Ben Moores

I have been seeing Michelle for my extensions for over 5 years now. I first went to Michelle 
as she was the only person doing micro ring hair extensions in Bath and these best suit 
my hair as it is very fine and easily damaged. I can honestly say Michelle is amazing. Not 
only is she extremely talented at applying my hair extensions so that they are not visible 
when my hair is up or down (this is no mean feat given how fine my hair is) but they are 
the only hair extensions that do not appear to damage my hair. Michelle has always 
managed to fit me in as however much I try to be organised and book in advance I 
inevitably leave it to the last minute and then have a panic! I told Michelle on my last visit 
that I don't know what I would go if she moved away. Getting my hair done is such a 
positive experience for me and this is in no small part because Michelle is so lovely, easy 
to talk to and always has my best interests at heart. I would recommend anyone wanting to 
have hair extensions to see Michelle

As a long standing customer of Russel Brooks I would highly recommend it. Russel is a 
brilliant hairdresser and his staff are  consistently professional, friendly and fun. The bright 



and buzzy atmosphere in the salon suits all ages and the new premises in Weston are full 
of character. A truly excellent local business for local people in Weston and across Bath”. 
Sue
 
Michelle has done my hair extensions many times over the years I always Go back to Her 
and I can easily say she is the best extensions I've ever had the quality of the hair is 10 
out of 10 As well as her skill of fitting the extensions. I wish there was a 10 star rating but if 
there's only 5 she is definitely a 5 I travel about 2 hours away to see her and think it is 
money and time we'll spent

Russell is a Bath legend. Always accommodating, polite, fun and utterly brilliant as a 
hairdresser. Everyone I’ve passed his name onto has remained a loyal customer since 
their first visit. He also creates a really lovely atmosphere in his salon ensuring that the 
other staff all work well together and have the same friendly outlook. Keep up the great 
work!
Joe

I have my hair extensions done by Michelle, she is beyond professional and does such a 
great job as well as being very accommodating in fitting me in when i have emergencies. 
The hair is of great condition, soft, well applied and have lasted a really long time. More 
than this though, Michelle is so lovely and i trust her with my hair 100%. I have also had 
my hair cut by Russell and cut and colour by the wonderful girls. All of the staff are lovely 
and the salon always has a great atmosphere.

Lovely, friendly staff. Get my hair coloured here as well as my extensions done. Both 
turned out fantastic! Absolutely love my hair extensions! They look so natural which is what 
I wanted. Hair is in great condition after having them taken out and looking forward to 
getting them re-fitted again! Great salon.

After many years of having Racoon extensions which were very good, I moved to Bath and 
started going to Michelle for a 'no glue' method. I've never looked back!! They are superb 
quality, fitted brilliantly and zero damage to my own hair. I've been going to Michelle for 
about five years now (despite no longer living in Bath) and couldn't be happier. Very happy 
to massively recommend her to friends and family . Best in the business

I have been going to Russell brooks for 4 years now. I travel to bath from London every 3 
months to have them reapplied. They are fantastic extensions, feel and look completely 
natural. The micro ring technology allows for easy application and removal (which I can do 
myself). Since there is no glue or heat treatment needed my hair is in exactly the same 
condition as before I started wearing extensions. Would definitely recommend the salon 
and the owners wife if you want hassle free, natural looking hair. They go above and 
beyond to fit me in and I have several friends in London who are now wanting hair 
extensions after seeing mine!

I have been going to Russell Brooks Hairdressing for well over 10 years because he is 
such 
an excellent hairdresser.  Russell is an absolute gentleman, always polite and 
exceedingly attentive to all his customers.
His salon is a pleasure to visit as it is so uplifting due to the happy atmosphere. 
Russell is always happy as are the stylists who work there.
Most important of all though is Russell is a professional through and through and 
a credit to his profession.  I would not go anywhere else.



Maureen Gleed

A friend recommended Russell Brooks when I moved to Bath nearly eight years ago and I 
wouldn't go anywhere else. Excellent stylists, friendly staff, and always ready to help. Liz 
Hallam

Russell has cut my hair for over 20 years. Russell and his staff have always provided a 
professional and friendly experience. His new salon has a funky and modern feel with the 
same warm and welcoming approach. I have recommended many people to Russell in the 
past and will continue to do so in the future. Russell and his staff are the best in the West. 


